
LEADING THE WAY IN BAKERY MACHINES FOR FOUR GENERATIONS

Made with
passion

UNIVERSAL MAKE-UP LINES



Rijkaart servo driven spot 
depositor and folding plow 
system produces a variety of filled 
and folded products

Rijkaart produces a wide variety of universal make-up lines – from 

a simple make-up table to a fully equipped line. All Rijkaart lines 

are tailored to meet customer specifications. Rijkaart universal 

make-up lines are designed to be as flexible as the baker’s 

business. Extra tools for new products can easily be added. 

Rijkaart Universal Make-up lines give the maximum flexibility, 

quality and efficiency necessary in every modern bakery.

Custom made

Rijkaart servo driven spot 
depositor and folding plow 
system produces a variety of filled 
and folded products

business. Extra tools for new products can easily be added. 

Rijkaart Universal Make-up lines give the maximum flexibility, 

quality and efficiency necessary in every modern bakery.

After the products are cut, they 
are transported to the nose 
of the retracing system. After 
being sensed by a photo eye, 
the retractor travels to the back 
position and the products are 
transported to the below conveyor.  

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Quick and continuous return on investment • Ultimate 

reliability and productivity • Versatile system for production 

of different pastry products • Quick and intuitive product 

change-over • Fast and efficient hygiene cycles • Simple to 

operate with menu driven control system • Able to connect to 

your existing equipment or network • Available in width up 

to 1500 mm
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Welcome to our family

The food industry is as 

exciting for me today as it 

was almost 45 years ago 

when my father would take 

me to the Rijkaart factory in 

Asperen, to see the very first 

automatic laminators and 

pie lines being produced. 

Although the world has changed almost beyond 

recognition since then, one thing that hasn’t 

changed is that Rijkaart is still designing and 

manufacturing high quality industrial bakery 

equipment right here in Holland and we are still 

pioneers in the world of automation.

We understand that to be successful in today’s 

economic climate, we need to look to the future. 

Since the beginning of 2017 the fourth generation 

Rijkaart has come on board, my daughter Laura. As 

a result, the Rijkaart name will continue to exist and 

the familiar service, quality and customization will 

remain guaranteed.


